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Abstract

New extraction technologies, including hydraulic fracturing (fracking), have in-
creased fossil fuel reserves in the United States. Despite local economic benefits,
many jurisdictions have adopted bans on fracking. We develop a dynamic learn-
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quantify the associated quasi-option value (QOV), and to explore if uncertainty
about environmental damages with the potential to learn, can rationalize such
bans. The model is calibrated to a representative municipality in Colorado, the
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creases the incentive to delay drilling within a range of energy prices. The results
suggest that improving the ability to learn about fracking impacts could increase
the prevalence of bans in the short run but lead to better policymaking over time.
Incorporating CGE output into a dynamic learning framework permits calcula-
tion of the locality-wide QOV associated with a range of policies.
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1. Introduction

New technologies for extracting oil and gas from shale depositsmost im-
portantly, hydraulic fracturing (fracking)have greatly increased fossil fuel
reserves in the United States and beyond. While these innovations create
opportunities to bring substantial economic benefits, there is tremendous
uncertainty as to their potential to create irreversible environmental and
human costs (Kohut et al. 2012; Lustgarten 2012; Shonkoff et al. 2014).
Since 2010, more than 50 bans related to fracking have been enacted or
adopted in the US and abroad, some explicitly citing uncertainty over pos-
sible environmental damages (e.g., New York State, Quebec). The bans
have occurred despite, in some cases, seemingly positive expected net local
benefits. Plausibly, such bans stem from the high degree of uncertainty
about potential harm, together with the opportunity to learn from expe-
riences elsewhere during the ban. We develop a data-driven, option value
framework that embeds a computable general equilibrium (CGE) model,
commonly used in the empirical analysis of the aggregate welfare impacts
of policy (Wing 2004), within a finite horizon, dynamic programming prob-
lem with Bayesian learning. The model is used to investigate the condi-
tions in which a ban on fracking is economically optimal. In the context
of fracking, a general equilibrium approach is required because much of the
economic impacts are driven by employment and wage shocks that occur
beyond the oil and gas sectors (Feyrer et al. 2017). The immediate and long-
run effects are therefore sensitive to a localitys existing economic structure,
including prior industrial presence (Maniloff and Mastromonaco 2014), and
geographic spillovers (Feyrer et al. 2017). These complex economic linkages
make it unlikely that a parameterized benefit function can fully capture the
relationship between fracking, local incomes, and consumption.

Solving a dynamic program containing a large-dimensional CGE presents a
substantial numerical challenge, but we overcome it by assuming that lo-
cal fracking benefits are additively separable from uncertain fracking dam-
ages. Under this assumption, we can solve for the optimal fracking policy
by simulating the CGE model across all potential policy scenarios, then
using the resulting consumption paths as an input to a finite-time, stochas-
tic dynamic program with Bayesian learning. The developed methodology
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permits quantification of the locality-wide QOV associated with learning
about local environmental damages. It also permits consideration of addi-
tional factors that influence the economic decision to develop unconventional
plays, including the value of local oil and gas reserves.

By choosing to implement a temporary ban, policymakers delay fracking
benefits but learn about the true magnitude of fracking damages from an in-
formative, though noisy, signal. Allowing fracking brings economic benefits
with uncertain damages that impose irreversible costs (Lustgarten 2012).
Although it is conceivable that a policymaker would choose both when to
frack and the precise intensity with which to allow it, the prevalence of bans
in practice suggests that political and legal constraints inhibit policymakers
from using more precise policy instruments. In fact, many bans have arisen
through local referenda, which are indeed a blunt instrument that may limit
a policymakers capacity to modulate fracking intensity in a delicate way.
For these reasons, we model the decision using a binary decision space with
policymakers choosing either to allow fracking or to impose a temporary
ban to be revisited in five years.

We parameterize the model to match a representative municipality in the
state of Colorado. In this setting, despite positive expected locality-wide
net benefits from fracking, a ban can be rationalized at current oil prices1

if the learning process is sufficiently precise. Results indicate that a one-
period reduction in the time required to reduce the variance of uncertain
environmental damages by half is, on average, equivalent to a $1 per barrel
increase in the price of oil. The results demonstrate that increasing the pre-
cision of future information about fracking damages increases the likelihood
of a ban in initial periods, though after this initial ban, policymakers allow
fracking more frequently when it is beneficial and continue banning when it
is not.

The analysis presented here contributes to the environmental economics
literature by proposing a novel method for considering the locality-wide op-
tion value of policies that affect many economic sectors but cause uncertain
environmental and health damages. The method can quantify the range of
oil prices in which the value of learning plays a pivotal role in choosing to
ban fracking or not. We use a small city as an example but the method

1The base price used for modeling is 40 $/bbl. Daily prices can be found at
https://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/prices.cfm.
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can be applied more generally. To our knowledge, it is the first benefit-cost
analysis of local fracking policy that incorporates the value of learning.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related
literature as it pertains to our modeling choices. Section 3 introduces the
model and Section 3 discusses our parameterized application, including eco-
nomic assumptions. Section 5 presents the results of the numerical model
and Section 6 provides a discussion and concludes.

2. Background and Related Literature

This section begins with an overview of fracking bans in practice. We then
describe the current literature on the economic and environmental impacts
of fracking. Finally, we discuss the literature on uncertainty and learning
in environmental economics.

2.1. Fracking Bans

There are many examples of municipalities, states, and even countries that
have considered the choice to ban or allow fracking2. Fracking bans in
the US began with the Delaware River Basin Commission in 2008. Many
cities in the state of NY have also implemented separate bans and there is
currently a statewide ban. At the same time, other states, including Texas
in 2015, made local bans illegal. In Colorado, several local jurisdictions
have considered and implemented moratoria on fracking. Subsequently, the
Colorado Supreme Court overturned the local temporary bans.

Internationally, France became the first country with a moratorium in June
2011. Since then, Bulgaria, Luxembourg, Germany, Scotland, and Wales
have banned fracking. In addition, the Cantabria Region of Spain, Nova
Scotia, Quebec, and Five City Breaks municipality of Argentina have im-
plemented fracking bans.

Boudet et al. (2014) argue that fracking bans often accompany a high degree
of public uncertainty about local damages. A 2012 Pew Center poll found
that 26% of Americans had heard a lot about fracking, 37% had heard a

2A list of fracking bans in practice can be found at
http://www.foodandwaterwatch.org
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little, and 37% had heard nothing. Regardless of the level of information,
it is perceptions about risk (informed or otherwise) that drive local policy.
Schenk et al. (2014) find that the public is most concerned about water
quality and seismic activity, despite a general scientific consensus that best
practices manage these particular risks well.

The prevalence of fracking bans in practice suggests that many policymakers
are faced with a binary decision of whether or not to allow fracking in a
given jurisdiction.

2.2. Economic and Environmental Impacts of Fracking

The existing economics literature on fracking typically focuses on either
costs or benefits, with a few exceptions. Studies focused on benefits have
generally found positive results, including welfare improvements for pro-
ducers and consumers of natural gas (Hausman and Kellogg 2015), in-
creased wages and employment (Allcott and Keniston 2014; Weber 2012,
2014; Weinstein et al. 2014; Jacobsen 2016; Komarek 2016; Bartik et al.
2016; Maniloff and Mastromonaco 2017; Feyrer et al. 2017), and royalties
to mineral rights owners (Brown et al. 2017; Feyrer et al. 2017).

There have been several ex ante attempts at predicting the economic im-
pacts of fracking (Center for Business and Economic Research 2008; Consi-
dine et al. 2010; Wobbekind and Lewandowski 2014). Most of these studies
use input-output models whose results are sensitive to assumptions (e.g.,
household spending and savings behavior, labor supply elasticity, mineral
rights ownership) and likely overstate local fracking benefits (Kinnaman
2011). In addition, CGE models have been used to calculate the economy-
wide impacts of environmental regulation (Bovenberg and Goulder 1996;
Weyant 1999; Goulder 2002) and have considered environmental amenities
as a sector (Carbone and Smith 2013).

Studies of fracking costs, on the other hand, have focused on potential
burdens (Krupnick et al. 2014; Krupnick and Gordon 2015) and their con-
nections to economic damages, including crime (James and Smith 2017),
property values(Boxall et al. 2005; James and James 2014; Muehlenbachs
et al. 2015) and health outcomes, with a focus on benzene pollution3 (Chen

3Benzene is commonly found in shale gas development products. According to a 2011
Energy Commerce Committee report, BTEX compounds – benzene, toluene, ethylben-
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et al. 2000; Aguilera et al. 2009; Slama et al. 2009; Zahran et al. 2012; Hill
2013). Despite recent research on the environmental and health impacts
of fracking, there remain significant gaps in the literature connecting risk
pathways to economic impacts (Jackson et al. 2014; Shonkoff et al. 2014).

Several investigations have simultaneously estimated the costs and bene-
fits of fracking. Jackson et al. (2014) discuss the environmental benefits
and costs, and Walsh et al. (2015) use a spatial econometric approach to
examine the political, socioeconomic, and social factors influencing local
bans in New York State. Loomis and Haefele (2017) perform a benefit-cost
analysis at the national level and find net benefits from fracking, but high-
light the geographic concentration of the environmental costs. Also, some
hedonic analyses of fracking impacts on property values (Gopalakrishnan
and Klaiber 2014; Bennett and Loomis 2015) arguably capture these net
impacts.

2.3. Option Value Literature

The potential economic gains and irreversible environmental damages from
fracking suggest that there exists a value associated with losing the option
to revisit the decision in the future. There are two related approaches to
describing this option value. The quasi-option was initiated by Weisbrod
(1964), Arrow and Fisher (1974) and Henry (1974). Hanemann (1989) for-
malizes it into what is now commonly called the Arrow-Fisher-Hanemann-
Henry Quasi-Option Value (QOV). After Hanemann (1989), researchers
began applying the QOV framework to investigate optimal climate policy
in the presence of uncertainty and learning (Kelly and Kolstad 1999; Karp
and Zhang 2006; Jensen and Traeger 2013; Lemoine and Traeger 2014; Kelly
and Tan 2015; Traeger 2015)4. Traeger (2014) describes the QOV intuitively
as the value of learning, conditional on postponing a decision.

In contrast to the quasi-option approach, the real options approach origi-
nated in the finance literature to explain observed phenomena (Dixit and
Pindyck 1994). Pindyck (1991) suggestes that firms may not use a sim-
ple net present value rule in decision-making when faced with uncertainty.

zene, and xylene, all known carcinogens – appeared in at least 60 fracking products in
use between 2005 and 2009.

4Some of these studies employ open-loop models to study uncertainty and learning
and are not technically QOV approaches.
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The real options approach differs slightly from the QOV approach with
the real option value defined as net value of postponement under learning
(Traeger 2014). With parameterized benefit functions and under certain
assumptions about the distributions of stochastic variables, there exists an
analytical form for the real option value.5

3. Model

To examine the role of uncertainty and learning in local fracking policy,
we develop a dynamic information model that incorporates empirically-
grounded, locality-wide fracking benefits and uncertain damages that be-
come better understood over time.

3.1. Dynamic Learning Framework

The policymaker faces a decision in discrete time periods t = 0, 1, 2, . . . , T .
In each period, a local policymaker chooses to ban or allow fracking. Specif-
ically, she chooses χt ∈ {0, 1} where “0” denotes BAN and “1” denotes
FRACK. To remain tractable, the framework requires a discrete decision
space, though the number of policy options could be increased beyond two.
We nevertheless retain the stark binary decision set because of its consis-
tency with plausible constraints in the real-world decision setting as dis-
cussed in the introduction.

The policymaker in t observes a (1 × t) vector of the full history of past
decisions: Ht−1 = (χ0, χ1, ..., χt−1). For example, a ban followed by two
periods without a ban would be represented as H3 = (0, 1, 1). Ht evolves
according to Ht = Ht−1‖χt where ‖ represents vector concatenation. The
decision in t depends on the full history of past decisions since, among
other things, the timing at which drilling occurs (or doesn’t occur) affects
the evolution of capital in an economy, which affects local consumption. To
emphasize the dependence of local consumption on prior history, we write
C(Ht).

5It is unlikely, however, that a parameterized benefit function exists in the case of
locality-wide general equilibrium policy impacts that depend on complex linkages across
sectors.
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Once allowed, fracking results in a ten-period flow of health and environ-
mental damages6. The true value of damages is denoted η∗, though it is
revealed to the policymaker only after fracking occurs. Prior to this point,
the value of damages is viewed as a random variable, η. The policymaker
has rational beliefs about the distribution of η, and the adopted Bayesian
learning model ensures that posterior beliefs remain normally-distributed
throughout.

In the initial period, the policymaker has prior beliefs about the mean, µ0,
and variance, σ2

0, of η ∼ N (µ0, σ
2
0). If fracking is allowed, the value of

damages is observed, so η collapses to the true damage, η∗. If fracking is
banned, the policymaker can benefit from learning through advancements in
scientific knowledge over time or observations on fracking outcomes in other
locations. Consequently, in time t, the mean and variance of are updated
to (µt, σ

2
t ) reflecting updated knowledge about damages.

The flow of information is modeled as an observed, time-dependent, noisy
signal st on the true (but unknown) value of damages, η∗. From the perspec-
tive of the policymaker, η∗ has not been realized so the signal is expressed
as 7

st = η + εt (1)

where εt is a normally distributed i.i.d. random variable with mean zero
and variance σ2

ε . As the sum of two normally distributed i.i.d. random
variables, st is normally distributed st ∼ N (µt, σ

2
t +σ2

ε ), so posterior beliefs
are

µt+1 =
σ2
εµt + σ2

t s

σ2
ε + σ2

t

(2a)

and

σ2
t+1 =

σ2
εσ

2
t

σ2
ε + σ2

t

(2b)

6We could alternatively model fracking damages as a one-time event. The crucial
assumption is that, conditional on fracking, future damages are exogenous from the
perspective of the current decision-maker.

7Note that the signal is produced by a draw around the true damages so that the
process generating the signal is st = η∗ + εt.
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Note that lim
t→∞

(µt, σ
2
t ) → (η∗, 0) provided σ2

ε < ∞. The rate of learning

depends on the precision of future information, i.e. the variance of the signal
noise. If σ2

ε is large, the signal is relatively uninformative and learning is
slow. As σ2

ε shrinks, the signal becomes more informative and uncertainty
is resolved faster.

We use a constant relative risk-aversion (CRRA) utility function over net
consumption, C(Ht)−η and denote the coefficient of relative risk aversion as
ρ. As discussed above, consumption depends on if and when fracking begins,
which is summed up in the history vector, Ht. The relationship between
the policy history and local consumption benefits is computed using a local
CGE model, described below.

If fracking is allowed (χt = 1), then the expected current flow of net ben-
efits is the expected utility of the higher consumption level less damages,

expressed as: Eη
[
(C(Ht)−η)1−ρ

1−ρ | µt, σ2
t

]
, where Eη is the expectation over

damages, η. If fracking is banned (χt = 0), the current flow of net bene-

fits is the utility of baseline consumption: (C(Ht)−0)1−ρ
1−ρ . For succinctness, we

write the utility function as U(C(Ht), ηχt) = (C(Ht)−ηχt)1−ρ
1−ρ where the choice

variable controls whether or not there are damages. This implies that the

expected current flow is Eη
[
U(C(Ht), ηχt) | µt, σ2

t

]
.

3.2. The Bellman Equation

The decision is posed as a recursive problem with three state variables. The
first is the history of past decisions: Ht−1 = (χ0, χ1, . . . , χt−1). The other
states characterize beliefs about the normally distributed damages, fully
captured by the mean (µt) and variance (σ2

t ). Irreversibility is modeled
by a restricted choice set χt ∈ {χt−1, 1}, and we assume fracking has not
yet occurred, H0 = ~08. Since the value function depends only on the state
variables, and not explicitly on time, it can be written as a Bellman equation

8This could be the case if the technology has only recently become available to make
exploitation of local reserves a viable option.
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in time t as follows:

Vt(Ht−1, µt, σ
2
t ) = max

χt∈{χt−1,1}

{
Eη
[
U (C(Ht), ηχt) | µt, σ2

t

]
+ (1− χt)βEs

[
Vt+1((Ht−1, 0)︸ ︷︷ ︸

Ht

,
σ2
εµt + σ2

t s

σ2
ε + σ2

t︸ ︷︷ ︸
µt+1

,
σ2
εσ

2
t

σ2
εσ

2
t︸ ︷︷ ︸

σ2
t+1

) | µt, σ2
t

]

+ χtβEη
[
Vt+1((Ht−1, 1)︸ ︷︷ ︸

Ht

, η︸︷︷︸
µt+1

, 0︸︷︷︸
σ2
t+1

) | µt, σ2
t

]}
(3)

The first term on the right-hand side of Equation 3 is the expected current
flow of utility, conditional on beliefs, µt and σ2

t . The second and third terms
describe the continuation value if fracking is banned or allowed, respectively.
Although we are mainly interested in situations for which the option to ban
remains (i.e. fracking has not occurred), the equation also depicts the value
in time t if fracking has already occurred. In this case, the choice set is
χt ∈ {1, 1} ⇒ χt = 1, while µt = η∗ and σ2

t ) = 0 since the true value
of damages is observed. Thus, if fracking has already occurred, the value

function reduces to Vt(Ht−1, η
∗, 0) =

(Ct(Ht)−η∗)
1−ρ

1−ρ + βVt+1(Ht, η
∗, 0)

3.3. Option Values

Next, we define several values that are useful to summarize the determinants
of optimal policy. We follow the recent formulation of the Quasi-Option
Value Rule by Traeger (2014). Applied to the current setting, it can be
stated:

FRACK if NPVt > QOVt + SOVt = V soph
t

BAN if NPVt ≤ QOVt + SOVt = V soph
t

(4)

V soph
t is the full value of sophistication, QOVt is the quasi-option value,
SOVt is the simple option value, and NPVt is the present value of the
expected net gain from fracking. All values are expressed in utility units
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and functional arguments are suppressed. V soph
t captures the presumption

that a fully sophisticated decision-maker would value both the ability to
simply delay a project (SOVt) and the ability to learn about the project
(QOVt) conditional on and during the delay.

Traeger (2014) shows that V soph
t , QOVt, and SOVt can be constructed from

three present values: learning, postponement, and now or never. These can
be defined in the context of our model as follows:

• V l
t (·|χt = 0): the present value of a ban by a policymaker who antici-

pates learning ;
• V p

t (·|χt = 0): the present value of a ban by a policymaker who an-
ticipates the ability to revisit the decision – to postpone it – but
does not anticipate the ability to learn;
• V n

t (·|χt = 0): the present value of a ban to a policymaker who does not
anticipate the decision will be revisited — a now or never perspective.

The respective value functions become

V l
t (Ht−1, µt, σ

2
t |χt = 0) = U(C(Ht), 0) + βEs

[
Vt+1(Ht, µt+1, σ

2
t+1) | µt, σ2

t

]
V p
t (Ht−1, µt, σ

2
t |χt = 0) = U(C(Ht), 0) + βEη

[
Vt+1(Ht, µ, σ

2) | µ, σ2
]

V n
t (Ht−1, µt, σ

2
t |χt = 0) = U(C(Ht), 0) + βVt+1(Ht, 0, 0)

(5)

The value of fracking is Vt(Ht−1, µt, σ
2
t |χt = 1) = Eη

[
U(C(Ht), η)+βVt+1(Ht, η, 0) |

µt, σ
2
t

]
and is the same in each case: V l

t (·|1) = V p
t (·|1) = V n

t (·|1). The first

and second equations in Equation 5 differ in the stochastic variable over
which the expected continuation values are calculated. The first equation
takes the expectation of s, the signal, and anticipates updated beliefs about
the damage distribution. In the second equation, no signal is anticipated,
so beliefs do not change over time and there is only uncertainty over the
damage parameter, η. Consequently, the state variables in this case are not
time-dependent and the expectation is taken with respect to η rather than
s. The right hand side of the equations needs no superscripts since the argu-
ments of the expectation and value functions indicate whether the decision
maker: anticipates learning and the expectation is conditional on updated
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believes, does not anticipate learning and the expectation is conditional on
static beliefs, or does not anticipate revisiting the decision.

Following Traeger (2014) we calculateNPVt = V n
t (·|1)−V n

t (·|0) and V soph
t =

V l
t (·|0)−V n

t (·|0) and decompose the full value of sophistication into the op-
tion values:

V l
t (·|0)− V n

t (·|0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
full value of sophistication

= V l
t (·|0)− V p

t (·|0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
QOVt

−V p
t (·|0)− V n

t (·|0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
SOVt

(6)

Using the Arrow-Fisher-Henry-Hanneman Quasi-option Value Rule (Equa-
tion 4) we can express our current period value function (Equation 3) as
Vt(·) = max {NPVt, QOVt + SOVt} and quantify the impact of learning,
captured by the QOV, on welfare. Since QOVt is non-negative (Traeger
2014) and increasing with more precise information, the ability to learn
weakly increases the value function in Equation 3.

4. Parameterizing the Model

This section describes the process used to parameterize the dynamic QOV
model. The model is applied to a representative Colorado municipality to
investigate a practical situation in which a fracking ban may be optimal in
the presence of uncertainty and learning. We first describe the development
of the CGE model used to calculate the consumption benefits of fracking,
with a focus on how the policy simulations are set up. Next, we present the
process used to construct a distribution of damages based on initial beliefs
about the range of damages.

4.1. The CGE Model

We use a CGE model that is an adaptation of the model of Fort Collins, CO
from Cutler and Davies (2007). Here, we parameterize the model to repre-
sent an oil-and-gas-producing Colorado municipality with 50,000 residents
whose policymaker is considering whether to allow fracking. These changes
to the Fort Collins model were made to isolate the determinants of a ban,
looking across economic parameters that vary across regions where bans
have been implemented. The land, labor, and capital employment in each
of seventeen production sectors are parameterized using census and county
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assessor’s data from Fort Collins, CO. Data to calculate input-output coef-
ficients for intermediate inputs come from IMPLAN (IMPLAN.com). Fort
Collins is large relative to the average Colorado municipality, so the economy
is scaled down to 50,000 people9, holding constant production technologies,
labor supply per household, and per capita demand.

All production sectors of the CGE model include intermediate inputs, land,
capital, and labor. Output and factor prices are endogenous, with five per-
fectly mobile labor groups in seven household brackets. Land and capital
are quasi-fixed but respond over time to differences in rental rates. Impor-
tantly, this implies that returns to land and capital are sector-specific in
any time period. Local differences between demand and supply are met by
imports (or exports when production exceeds demand). The CGE model
also contains local, state, and federal government sectors.

In addition to the standard factors of production, output in the oil and
gas sector depends on a natural capital factor that captures the remaining,
economically-accessible natural resource stock in the ground. The size of
this factor depends on whether or not a fracking ban is in place. Since
reserves depend on allowable technology, a ban means the oil and gas sector
has access to a smaller stock than if fracking were allowed. Thus, there is
some (conventional) production even with a ban. Fitzgerald and Rucker
(2016) estimate average annual royalty rates for oil (13.3%-13.8%) and gas
(10.5% - 12.7%). Based on this, we assume that 12.5% of oil and gas output
value is paid to the owners of those rights10.

The simulations used are inspired by the 2013 Fort Collins moratorium,
which was enacted to last for five years. We calibrate the CGE model using
annual data but in the QOV model, we use 5-year periods by summing
the output of the CGE model over 5 years. In addition, we assume that
policymakers revisit the ban/frack decision every (five year) period for five
model periods (25 years). After this, the option to allow fracking is no longer
considered. Regardless of when fracking is allowed, benefits and damages
accrue for ten model periods. In the base scenario, the policymaker is risk

9The average size of Colorado cities above 10,000 people is 55,000, excluding the
capital city of Denver (United States Census Bureau / American FactFinder. “Annual
Estimates of the Resident Population: April 1, 2010 to July 1, 2014” and United States
Census Bureau. “B01001 Sex by Age.” 2010 - 2014 American Community Survey. U.S.
Census Bureau’s American Community Survey Office).

10See Appendix A for a complete description of the data.
13
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averse with a constant relative risk aversion coefficient of 2, though we also
consider the implications of risk neutrality. The base oil and gas prices
are assumed to be 40 $/bbl and 2.50 $/1000 ft3 respectively. The consumption
discount rate is 5 % per year.

The simulations are constructed in the following way. To generate the no-
fracking baseline, we simulate normal growth where total factor productivity
and export demand are each assumed to increase by one percent in the first
period. The model then moves to a new steady state after a 50-year time
horizon. The second simulation assumes that fracking occurs in the first
period, along with normal growth, and stimulates a threefold increase in
oil and gas development. This is based on EIA estimates of oil reserves in
Colorado, which climbed from 386 million barrels in 2010 to 1200 million
barrels as of 2014. This observed increase in oil reserves occurred almost
exclusively because of the introduction of fracking, and natural gas reserves
experienced a similar increase (Colorado Oil & Gas Conservation Commis-
sion). When the unconventional reserves are exhausted after ten years of
production, the excess extraction capital immediately exits the local econ-
omy. Separate simulations are computed for policy scenarios when fracking
is allowed in years 6, 11, 16 and 21 (model periods 2, 3, 4, and 5) to reflect
the decision to allow fracking in each of these periods. The normal growth
shock always occurs in the first period. This generates levels of household
consumption associated with all policy scenarios used in the QOV model.

The recursive CGE model is solved with an annual time step and a 50-
year time horizon. Consumption across years is aggregated to obtain 5-year
consumption values, used as an input into the dynamic programming model.
Figure 1 illustrates the consumption paths with spikes occurring at the time
of fracking. After the initial shock, fracking stops as reserves are depleted
and consumption falls, reaching a new steady state. In all cases, a large
portion of the local consumption benefits of fracking are driven by increases
in wages paid across the economy (see Figure A1 in Section 6). To test for
sensitivity to the price of oil and gas, the CGE model is used to evaluate
the impact of fracking bans over a range of prices. Oil and gas prices are
assumed to move together, increasing and decreasing from base values in
equal proportions. Given our base specification, the annuitized value of the
consumption benefits of fracking in the initial period is equal to ∼$113.6
million per (5-year) period.
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Figure 1: Consumption Paths From CGE Model
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4.2. Parameterization of Damages

Initial beliefs about η are normally distributed with mean µ0 and standard
deviation σ0. To estimate the plausible range within which the monetary
value of damages is likely to fall, we allow for a 5% chance that damages
exceed a particular high-damage scenario. We also pin the lower end of the
distribution by assuming there is a 5% chance of negative damages (i.e.,
benefits) from fracking. This could occur if, for example, fracking allows
natural gas to displace coal in local energy production, leading to cleaner air
(note that we assume that global benefits, such as reduced CO2 emissions,
are not considered by the local policymaker).

To define the high-damage scenario, we calculate the monetary cost of pur-
chasing water rights to permanently replace Colorado municipalitys current
surface water supply. We assume the municipality would obtain shares in
the Colorado-Big Thompson (C-BT) System, where water rights have sold
for $50,000 per acre-foot http://bizwest.com/water-prices-reach-historic-highs/.
To calculate the number of shares that the municipality would need to pur-
chase, we use the Colorado City of Fort Collins’s water use as an example. If
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Fort Collins Utilities had to purchase C-BT shares to cover 100% of its pop-
ulation of 150,000, it would need to purchase 51,805 acre-feet11. Assuming
the representative municipality of 50,000 people would use the same initial
mix of C-BT and non-C-BT water sources and consumption per capita as
Fort Collins, it would need to purchase 17,268 acre-feet from C-BT (valued
at $50,000 per acre-foot) for a total one-time cost of $863 million. Amor-
tized over 10 (5-year) periods with a discount rate of 5%, this high-damage
estimate becomes approximately $200 million per period.

The 5% upper ($200 million) and lower ($0) tails of fracking damages allow
us to calculate the mean and standard error of the distribution. Figure 2
displays the distribution of fracking damages given the specified two tails.
From Figure 2, we can see that the mean of the per-period fracking damages
is ∼$100 million per period. The standard deviation of this distribution
is $60 million. Therefore, our initial beliefs are µ0 = $100 million and
σ0 = $60 million.

Recall that the annuitized present value of the consumption benefits of
fracking today is approximately $113.6 million per period. This suggests
that, in expectation, the net benefits of fracking are positive. Under a
näıve net-present value rule, a risk neutral policymaker would allow frack-
ing because the expected benefits exceed the expected costs. Nevertheless,
a policymaker that anticipates learning about the distribution of damages
will wait before allowing fracking if the QOV is sufficiently valuable. To
find the conditions under which a policymaker would continue to ban frack-
ing we solve the parameterized dynamic option value model using the rule
described in Equation 4.

5. Results

We first solve the model for a range of initial beliefs about damages and
assumptions about the rate of learning and examine if the ability to learn

11Fort Collins Utilities (FTCU) delivers water to 130,200 people out of the approxi-
mately residents 152,061 (2013 estimate). Approximately 19% of FTCUs average raw
water supply comes from the C-BT. The rest comes from the Poudre River, assumed
polluted beyond use. If FTCU were to obtain the remaining 81% while scaling supplies
to the entire Fort Collins population, this would require the purchase of 51,805 acre-feet
of water from the C-BT.
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Figure 2: Distribution of Environmental Damages
Given Calibrated Initial Beliefs

The x-axis is the value of the damage parameter, in millions of
dollars. The y-axis is the probability. The 5% tails are shaded.
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influences the optimal policy decisions. Then, we compare the role of learn-
ing to other factors such as the value of oil and gas reserves. Next, we
quantify a monetary value of the QOV and use Monte Carlo simulations to
show the impact of learning on decision-making over time. We finish with
tests for the robustness of the results.

5.1. Optimal Policy

To explore the impact of learning on the optimal policy decision, we solve
the model for a range of values for the standard error of the signal noise,
presented in Equation 1. Specifically, we are interested in estimating Equa-
tion 4 which compares the NPVt (the present value of the expected net
increase in utility units from fracking) with estimates of QOVt (quasi-option
value) and (simple option value). If the NPV is greater (less) than the sum
of QOV and SOV, then it is optimal to FRACK (BAN).

Using the results from the CGE model discussed above and the estimates
for QOV and SOV, Figure 3 presents the optimal initial-period policy for
fast (σε = $1), medium (σε = $200 million) ,and slow (σε = $500 million)
rates of learning as a function of initial beliefs about environmental dam-
ages. We also display the no-learning case. These curves mark the initial
belief combinations where the policymaker is indifferent between allowing
fracking and maintaining the ban. Intuitively, as learning becomes faster,
there are fewer combinations of initial beliefs (less area under the curve)
for which fracking is optimal. The parameterized initial beliefs are labeled
and it becomes clear that the optimal policy in the calibrated model is sen-
sitive to the rate of learning. When learning is slow, the optimal policy is
to allow fracking since new information is relatively uninformative and un-
likely to change next period’s policy. In this case, the expected gains from
fracking dominate the value of learning in influencing the optimal policy.
Under the parameterized beliefs, it is optimal to maintain a ban, receive
precise information about fracking damages, and revisit the decision next
period if learning is fast. The ban occurs despite positive expected net
benefits from fracking, so a simplistic benefit-cost framework that does not
anticipate learning a now or never approach would allow fracking. When
σε = $211 million, the risk averse policymaker is indifferent between frack-
ing and banning given the parameterized initial beliefs. This implies that
the policymaker should implement a ban if she anticipates at least a 7.5%
reduction in σ2

t over the first 5 years (1 model period).
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Figure 3: First Period Optimal Policy
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The x-axis is the initial mean damage belief. The y-axis is the initial
standard error belief. Each curve demarks where policy switches. Fast
learning is σε = $1, medium learning is σε = $200 million, and slow
learning is σε = $500 million; and the initial beliefs used in the
calibration exercise are (µ0, σ0) = (100, 60) million dollars. The slope
of the line is the willingness to pay for lower uncertainty with
decreased net benefits.

Notice that all three policy boundary curves converge to the same mean,
µ0 = $111.8 million as σ0 → 0 . This occurs because information is
only valuable under uncertainty. We denote this mean belief where pol-
icy switches under no uncertainty as µ̂ so that µ̂ = $111.8 million. Beliefs
that µ0 < µ̂ with low initial uncertainty (southwest corner) will result in a
FRACK policy. Similarly, beliefs that µ0 > µ̂ and the initial uncertainty is
high (northeast corner) will result in a BAN policy. Increasing uncertainty
while holding µ0 = µ̂ makes a ban more likely, due to the ability to learn
about the true distribution. Even with no learning, risk aversion means
that higher uncertainty can push towards a BAN.

Recall that the annualized consumption benefits are $113.6 million, which
is larger thanµ0 = $111.8. This difference arises because a risk-averse pol-
icymaker would prefer to substitute benefits from tomorrow to today even
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under certainty, with an intertemporal elasticity 1
ρ
12.

5.2. Learning and the Value of Energy Resources

Figure 3 reveals that learning can play a pivotal role in the policy decision
holding other economic factors constant. Now, we compare the impact of
improved learning to changes in the resource value. We use the CGE model
to compute the benefits of fracking for four oil and gas prices. Then, we fit a
benefit function, b(t, f, p), that maps current time period (t), when fracking
began (f ), and price of oil (p) into a dollar value of consumption benefits,
(C ): b : (t, f, p)→ C . With this, we populate a consumption benefit matrix
for a range of oil prices from 30 $/bbl to 90 $/bbl in $5 intervals and solve for
both the value of learning and the value of fracking using Equation 5. The
results are presented in Figure 4. The speed of learning is expressed as the
number of signals required to reduce the standard error by half of its initial
level (Section 6). The figure highlights the policymakers willingness to trade
off faster learning for decreased economic benefits through a lower reserve
value. We display the policy boundary curve with calibrated beliefs as well
as for higher and lower initial standard errors for the damages distribution.

Figure 4 shows that improvements in the rate of learning can tilt the decision
towards a temporary ban, but that the price of oil and the value of reserves
has a substantial influence on the decision. Improving the rate of learning
only affects the first period decision in a small range of prices. This is
true even in the high-initial variance case (dotted line Figure 4). On the
other hand, a price change from 45 $/bbl to 55 $/bbl likely changes optimal
policy in this context. In our parameterized scenario (solid black line with
dot markers in Figure 4), a five period reduction in the number of periods
required for the variance belief to reduce by half is equivalent to an increase
in oil price from 41.92 $/bbl to 47.8 $/bbl around a 6 $/bbl.

For comparison, between August 2015 and August 2016, oil prices ranged
from ∼30 $/bbl to nearly 55 $/bbl. This suggests that changes in price expec-

12This difference arises because the intertemporal elasticity of substitution is constant
and equal to 1

ρ . As fracking today gives a larger increase in period 2 consumption than

in period 1 consumption (see Figure 1), there is a greater than one percent change in
the marginal rate of substitution. Consequently, the percentage change in the ratio of
consumption C1/C2 is larger than one. Therefore, the risk-averse policymaker needs
higher first-period consumption benefits than the risk-neutral policymaker thus banning
fracking at lower damages.
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tations consistent with existing oil price volatility could have a much larger
impact on decision-making than improvements in the speed of learning.
More generally, this suggests that the decision to frack or ban hinges on
the local value of reserves, which, in turn, is influenced by the size of the
reserve, the price of oil and gas, and local mineral rights ownership. Our
calibrated example shows that the ability to learn can play a pivotal role,
provided the value of reserves falls within a relatively narrow range13,14.

Figure 4: First Period Optimal Policies for 3
Different Initial Beliefs
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The x-axis represents the speed of learning as the number of signals
for σt = .5σ0 where a time period is 5 years. The y-axis is the price of
oil in dollars per barrel. The 3 curves are a mean-preserving spread.
The slopes are the willingness to avoid a slower rate of learning in
terms of reduced net benefits.

13If environmental damages increase with population, a more populous city considering
a ban on fracking reserves of similar size will have a higher range of oil prices where
learning is important.

14This also suggests that the option value associated with learning about the price of
oil may be quite large and should be explored in future work.
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5.3. Quantifying the Option Value

Despite the relative importance of the value of reserves, the calibrated
locality-wide QOV remains large, even in comparison to the consumption
benefits of fracking. In order to calculate the value of the QOV in dollar
terms, we solve the model under risk neutrality. In general, the monetary
value of the QOV increases with risk aversion so these results represent a
lower bound.

Figure 5 shows how the numerical value of the first-period QOV depends
on the standard error of the signal (σε). Recall that the QOV is the differ-
ence between V soph and V p (Equation 6). All three reflect present values
denominated in initial-period monetary units. The QOV is largest ($101.5
million - $40.4 million = $61.1 million) when σε is smallest (learning is fast)
and decreases, as learning slows. With risk neutrality, policy switches in
our calibrated setting when σε = $177 million (labeled in Figure 5). At this
learning rate, the initial variance drops 10% after the first signal. Recall
that the cutoff under risk aversion (ρ = 2) in Figure 3 was σε = $211 mil-
lion, showing that a risk neutral policymaker requires faster learning (all
else equal) to justify a fracking ban.

These QOV estimates represent the value of information acquired during
a temporary ban and its and indicate that the QOV is an economically
important social value. When learning is fast, the QOV represents 12.76%
of the $478.99 million in gross consumption benefits that fracking brings (in
present value terms).

5.4. Policy Simulation

Thus far, our results indicate that faster learning increases the QOV, incen-
tivizing a moratorium on fracking, in the initial period. However, this does
not mean that bans are more likely over time, at least if fracking provides
net benefits. To illustrate this, we simulate policy decisions that occur after
a first-period ban over a range of η∗ that contains both instances where
benefits exceed damages (fracking is optimal ex post) and instances where
benefits are less than damages (banning is optimal ex post). This allows us
to demonstrate that, as is intuitive, faster learning leads to better decision-
making over time, both increasing fracking instances when it is beneficial
and decreasing instances when it is not.
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Figure 5: Value Functions and QOV under Risk
Neutrality

The x-axis is the standard error of the noisy signal. The y-axis is the
monetary value in millions of dollars. As learning becomes slower, the
QOV decreases pulling the full value of sophistication, which
approaches the SOV asymptotically. The maximum value of the QOV
occurs where σε → 0 and is 61.1 million dollars.

We use the base model (ρ = 2) and let the range of η∗ go from $60 million
to $180 million. This spans the calibrated µ̂ so that when η∗ is greater
(less) than µ̂ banning (fracking) is optimal ex post. The signals (described
in Equation 1) depend on η∗ even when initial beliefs are held constant.
We consider the fast and medium learning rates defined in Section 5.1 and
presented in Figure 3. This means that the first period decision is always
BAN (H1 = 0) For both rates of learning (fast and medium), and then
for each η∗, we draw 1000, four-element, signal sequences,{st}t=4

t=1, from the
distribution (η∗, σ2

0 +σ2
ε ). The calibrated beliefs (100, 60), in millions of dol-

lars, are the initial damage beliefs (µ0, σ
2
0), which evolve over time according

to Equation 2a and Equation 2b, depending on the random signal sequence.
We evaluate and compare V soph(Ht−1, µt), σ

2
t ) and NPVt(Ht−1, µt), σ

2
t ) for

t = 2, 3, 4, 5 to find the optimal policy in accordance with Equation 4.
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The results of the simulations are presented in Figure 6, displayed as the
probability of making the correct (or incorrect) decision by the end of the
5-period decision horizon. In the left panel, damages are less than the
benefits so fracking is beneficial. Under fast learning, fracking occurs 94%
of the time by period 2 while with medium learning, it takes all 5 periods
before at least 79% of simulations result in beneficial fracking. Also, fast
learning causes beliefs about the variance of damages to approach zero,
which is why 97% of the fast learning simulations frack by period 5, the
terminal decision period, when fracking is beneficial. Recall that the policy
switches at µ̂ = $111.8 million as the damage variance approaches zero
but the annualized consumption benefits are $113.6 million. The reason
that 3% of the fast-learning simulations do not frack when it is beneficial
is risk aversion. That is, regardless of the level of certainty, a risk averse
policymaker with mean beliefs µt ∈ ($111.8, $113.6), t = 1, 2, 3, 4 will ban
fracking under uncertainty even though it would bring an expected increase
in net welfare.

The right panel presents the result of simulations in which damages exceed
the benefits, so a fracking ban optimizes ex post welfare. In this case, under
fast learning, an initial ban results in the optimal decision in every instance
(i.e., the probability of fracking is always zero). On the other hand, under
medium learning, there is a 45% chance fracking will eventually be allowed,
even though it reduces welfare.

Figure 6 illustrates that, despite incentivizing a moratorium in the first
period, faster learning results in better decision making over time: more
fracking when it is beneficial and less when it is not.

5.5. Sensitivity Analyses

In Figure 7, we explore the sensitivity of our conclusions to assumptions
about initial damage distributions and risk aversion. First, we test robust-
ness of the results to changes in initial beliefs. The results in Figure 4
present the policy boundary curves under a mean-preserving spread of the
initial damage distribution. Here, we hold fixed the standard deviation and
let the mean change. The left panel of Figure 7 shows that the main conclu-
sions are qualitatively robust to these changes. Conditional on the initial
beliefs, increasing the rate of learning has a relatively small impact on the
policy decision. Increasing initial beliefs about the mean does, however,
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Figure 6: Simulation Results: Probability of
Fracking In or Before each Period
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The x-axis is the time period in which fracking begins. Each time
period represents 5 years. The y-axis is the percentage of simulations
in which fracking occurs in time, t. The left panel is the simulations
for which η∗ is less than the present value of consumption benefits.
The right panel is the simulations for which η∗ exceeds the present
value of consumption benefits In comparison to medium learning
(σε = $200 million), faster learning (σε = $1) results in more fracking
and sooner when it’s beneficial and no fracking when it is not.

have a notable impact on the price range within which increasing the rate
of learning plays a pivotal role in determining optimal policy.

In the right panel of Figure 7, we assess the impact of changing the co-
efficient of relative risk aversion. The panel replicates the base curve in
Figure 4using a range of values for ρ As expected, increasing ρ raises the
oil prices for which a ban is optimal. It also increases the importance of the
rate of learning in influencing the policy decision, indicated by the steeper
slope of the high risk aversion boundary curve in Figure 7. Despite this,
even at high levels of risk aversion, the range of prices where learning is
influential remains narrow.
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Figure 7: Model Sensitivity
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The x-axis is imputed number of signals until initial beliefs about
standard error is reduced by half, a transformation of signal variance.
The y-axis is the price of oil in dollars per barrel. The overall results
hold under a variety of initial beliefs and risk aversion specifications.

6. Discussion and Conclusion

Uncertainty about fracking damages and the ability to learn create a QOV
that can impact the economic rationale for imposing a temporary ban on
fracking activities. In our calibrated setting, we show that a moratorium can
be justified if beliefs about environmental damage variance are expected to
drop at least 7.5% before the decision is revisited (or 10% for a risk neutral
policymaker). Faster learning also leads to better decision-making over
time. Though learning can influence optimal policy, we find that its role is
relatively small when compared to plausible (historical) fluctuations in the
price of oil.

In addition to the policy-relevant observations above, several other policy
implications can be drawn from the analysis. First, uncertainty may push lo-
cal policymakers to temporarily ban fracking until better information about
associated damages becomes available. Consider the 2005 Energy Policy
Act, which amended the 1974 Safe Drinking Water Act to exclude frack-
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ing injection fluids (other than diesel fuels) from the EPAs oversight, while
exempting extraction companies from disclosing the chemicals involved in
fracking operations. Arguably, this increased public uncertainty about the
safety of drinking water near fracking fluid storage sites, making a ban more
attractive ceteris paribus.

Next, the rate of learning influences local policy decisions in a context of
uncertain fracking damages. A high rate of learning makes a first-period
ban more appealing but makes fracking, if beneficial, more likely in subse-
quent periods. The value function when the decision remains (Equation 3)
is weakly increasing in the rate of learning, implying that faster learning
cannot decrease welfare. Consequently, the public has an interest in reduc-
ing the noisiness around fracking information through, for example, research
and improved industry transparency. Many policy options exist to support
the opportunity for learning. These include funding for scientific research on
impacts, information provision that enables homeowners to better negotiate
with oil and gas companies (see Timmins and Vissing (2014)), encouraging
municipalities to fund their own studies15, and providing assistance with
local impact studies.

Our quantification of the QOV highlights an intriguing dimension of local
fracking policy. The information-revealing signal about fracking damages is
a public good. The ability to ban fracking and learn from others experiences
in similar, perhaps nearby, regions implies a free-rider problem where local
jurisdictions obtain the benefits of information without contributing to its
production. The full value of sophistication represents the local jurisdictions
willingness to pay for the ability to ban fracking and learn but there are
currently no institutions that allow for its capitalization.

While useful, the model presented here has some important limitations.
First, we assume that fracking policy is a binary (yes/no) decision. Feasibly,
policymakers could choose both when to frack and at what intensity. Both
the expected benefit and cost of fracking could depend on the regulations
that are enacted. This could influence the benefit-cost calculation associ-
ated with implementing a ban. Furthermore, when decisions are adaptable
over time, the ability to learn tends to increase the level of development in

15After the 2013 moratorium, The City of Fort Collins hired a consulting firm to study
the direct impacts of fracking. The report was able to provide dollar ranges of health
and property damages: http://www.fcgov.com/oilandgas.
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early periods (Karp and Zhang 2006). Allowing a small amount of fracking
in certain areas of a given jurisdiction could result in very precise informa-
tion about the true value of damages. Then, policymakers could adjust the
amount of fracking to ensure optimality. This is similar to the result in Karp
and Zhang (2006) that the ability to learn about climate sensitivity can in-
crease early emissions levels. Despite this, binary policies such as local bans
are common in practice and likely reflect political or legal constraints that
prevent policymakers from employing more delicate instruments. Indeed,
many bans have arisen through the blunt instrument of local referenda.

Second, we ignore the stochastic nature of energy prices, leaving it for fu-
ture work. In reality, policymakers also learn about the value of the reserves
they control. If prices have an upward drift, for example, this would cre-
ate a further incentive to wait before fracking is allowed and oil and gas
reserves are exploited. While this option value associated with stochastic
price is partially internalized into oil and gas firm decisions, future work
should consider the interaction between stochastic energy prices and uncer-
tain environmental damages.

Another limitation of this analysis is that consumption benefits do not cap-
ture distributional effects. It could be that the economic benefits accrue to
a small fraction of the local population. Routine burdens, including noise
and light pollution or increased traffic, tend to affect those most closely lo-
cated to fracking operations (Gopalakrishnan and Klaiber 2014), but as Hill
(2013) points out, these are often socio-economically disadvantaged groups
that may not receive the benefits from fracking. A mismatch between those
that benefit and those that incur the costs from fracking is not considered
here but future work should investigate how this could affect the local po-
litical economy of fracking policy decisions.

Despite the limitations of the model developed here, it provides a useful tool
for evaluating the locality-wide net benefits of oil and gas development for a
range of economies, from local to national scales. A numerical QOV model
has the potential to explain existing decisions or to inform policy choices
in the future. Our results suggest that when the net benefits of fracking,
including consumption benefits and environmental damages are not clear,
the ability to learn about uncertain fracking damages over time can play a
pivotal role in the decision-making process. This was revealed in our pa-
rameterized example but this lesson can be applied more generally to other
economies considering a binary policy choice with irreversible consequences.
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Although we emphasize a model of fracking policy, the developed methodol-
ogy allows for the calculation of locality-wide option values for a wide range
of policies, including public infrastructure investment or public safety mea-
sures. Juxtaposing a detailed CGE model with a dynamic learning frame-
work makes it possible to quantify the impact of uncertainty and learning
within an empirically-grounded, general equilibrium setting.
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Appendix A

Using data from the Colorado Oil and Gas Conservation Commission
https://cogcc.state.co.us/#/home, we estimate average production value
for the top five Colorado oil and gas-producing counties, (excluding Weld
County) under an oil price of 40 $/bbl and a natural gas price of 2.50$/1000 ft3.
Weld County is excluded from our calculation of an average because it has
very high reserves and is not typical of a county considering a fracking ban.
Weld is the county where most of Colorados development has taken place
(Colorado Oil and Gas Commission). The county average excluding Weld
produces total annual output value of $121 million and $302 million for
oil and gas respectively, of which 12.5% is paid to the owners of the local
resource stock. In the base specification, we assume that fracking reserves
last 10 years and that 85% of mineral rights owners are absentee. Although
the average local ownership in Colorado is 28% (Brown et al. 2016), this is
largely influenced by Weld County.

Appendix B

We use the CGE model to compute the present value of the change in house-
hold consumption from land, labor, capital, and mineral rights payments
if fracking is allowed in the first period for different rental values of the
unconventional reserves, reflecting different reserve sizes. The results are
presented in Figure A1.

The bar graphs shows that roughly 95% of the change in consumption is
attributable to labor and land payments. Therefore, a general equilibrium
model is needed to capture the full locality-wide benefits of fracking. Fo-
cusing only on the local returns to capital in the oil and gas sector would
drastically understate these local benefits. We also compute the present
value of the total change in household consumption and plot it using the
right side y-axis. This curve has an average slope of 1.84. This can be
interpreted to mean that fracking an unconventional reserve whose rental
value is one million dollars will generate $1.84 million of local consumption
over time.

Policy and QOV calculations are sensitive to misspecifications of this slope.
We calculate the present value of the total change in household consumption
for different assumed slopes and use it to construct an annuity and solve the
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Figure A1: The Simulated General Equilibrium
Impacts of Fracking on the Local Economy

The x-axis is the value of the unconventional reserves, which require
fracking for economic development, measured in millions of USD. The
left hand y-axis is the percentage of the present value of the total
change in consumption benefits attributed to Labor, Land, Capital,
and Royalties. Capital and Royalty payments account for less than
15%. The right hand y-axis is the present value of the total change in
household consumption.

finite horizon dynamic program for the no-uncertainty policy switchpoint
(µ̂) and maximal QOV. We do this under risk-neutrality because it makes
the QOV interpretable as dollar amounts (in fact, millions of dollars). Using
alternative slopes leads to policy and maximum QOV estimates that deviate
substantially from the highlighted estimate (see Table A1). The policy range
is 32% of the highlighted base value and maximum QOV range is 46% of
the base. Therefore, using a parameterized benefit function to approximate
local impacts could lead to incorrect estimates of the optimal decision.
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Table A1: Impact of Slope on Policy and QOV

Multiplier µ̂ Maximum QOV

1.5 103.95 293.70
1.7 117.61 267.20

1.8372 126.98 251.29
1.9 131.27 237.95
2.1 144.93 178.51

The no uncertainty mean where policy switches µ̂ and maximum
QOV are reported for different multipliers all in units of millions of
USD. The estimated multiplier is highlighted.

Appendix C

We present a proof of concept and notes on the mapping of the variance
of the noisy signal to number of periods until initial variance is reduced by
half.

Proof. The period, t, in which variance σ2
t = kσ2

0, (for some k ∈ (0, 1))is

achieved is t = σ2
ε

σ2
0

(
1−k
k

)
.

Bayes’ Rule for updating the variance of a normal distribution with a nor-
mally distributed signal is

σ2
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σ2
εσ

2
t

σ2
ε + σ2

t

This implies
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σ2
t
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2
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We will use this result shortly. Meanwhile, manipulating the expression
above, we have
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Express σ2
t−1 using Equation A1 and substitute in for the last term in Equa-

tion A2.
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Following the same process as in Equation A2, we re-write Equation A3
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Repeated iterations allow us to arrive at
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Which we manipulate to obtain
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(A4)

Suppose that a future variance, σ2
t , is some fraction of initial variance, σ2

0,
such that σ2

t = kσ2
0 ∀ k ∈ (0, 1). Then Equation A4 becomes

t = σ2
ε

(
σ2
0 − kσ2

0

σ2
0kσ

2
0

)
=
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σ2
0

(
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)

We select k = 1
2

and interpret the ‘units’ of learning to be the number of
periods until initial variance has decreased by 50% – the initial variance half

life. Selecting k = 1
2

has the convenience that t = σ2
ε

σ2
0

allowing for another

interpretation of learning.
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